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Wall Play™ is easy to install. Dramatic compositions are  
possible by mixing shapes and colors, using a few or many. 
Simply mount each to your wall or surface. 
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Shop Wall Play
@ www.mywallplay.com

e: hello@mywallplay.com

TIPS
•  For clustering, it is important to note the widest  

dimension of each Wall Play™ style. This is the  
minimum distance required between each.

•  If overlapping Wall Play™ of different heights,  
install the shorter one first, then the taller.

•  Broken screw? Usually your substrate is too  
hard and a pilot hole is required using a 1/8" drill bit. Remove the 
broken screw using needle nose pliers. Or leave as is and camouflage 
the broken screw with another Wall Play™ component.

•  Loose fitting? Excessive screwing and unscrewing can make the 
screw hole less stable. Fill the hole with short pieces of toothpicks. 
Putting a small amount of glue on the screw also can help to secure 
better especially in thin drywall.

2INSTALLING

Wall Play™ is designed for easy installation. In soft material such as  
drywall, it is as easy as twist-and-go.

For harder material, we recommend pre-drilling pilot holes (1.8"). The 
softer the material, the smaller the drill bit you will need. Drill your holes 
right through the sticky notes.
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1 Arrange
2 Twist
3 Enjoy

PLANNING
Decide the overall size of your design and how many pieces you would like 
to use. Sketching will help to explore options. Another way of visualizing 
your creation is to adhere Post-It® papers to your wall to represent  
each Wall Play™ shape. Move the papers around until you are happy.  
Experiment with clustering  and loose flowing.

BE CREATIVE
Wall Play™ is not just for vertical surfaces. You can add splashes of  
texture and color almost anywhere. Flow your design onto a ceiling,  
create a custom sculpture, customize furniture and more. Many styles  
are paintable and can even be used outdoors.  
Have fun and enjoy.

TRY TIGHT CLUSTERS...

OR LOOSE & FLOWING
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